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1. Introduction
The peculiar property of Optimality Theory (OT) is that it uses constraint ranking and thus
enforces strict domination, according to which the highest ranked relevant constraint “takes it all”;
see Prince & Smolensky (2004). Because of this property, OT looks prima facie like an exotic
combinatorial framework. Exotic in the sense that it does not seem to have any close correspondent
within core Machine Learning. For this reason, the toolkit available nowadays in computational OT
for modeling language acquisition, production, and perception consists of autarchic combinatorial
algorithms, speciﬁcally tailored to the exotic framework of OT, developed from scratch with no
connections to methods and results in Machine Learning. Tesar & Smolensky’s (1998) powerful ranking
algorithms well exemplify this current approach to computational OT.
In order to bridge this gap between computational Phonology and Machine Learning, various
scholars have recently started to entertain and explore variants of OT that replace constraint ranking with
constraint weighting and strict domination with additive interaction, and thus fall within the class of
linear models very well studied in Machine Learning. An important and simple such model is Harmonic
Grammar (HG); see Legendre et al. (1990b,a). For instance, Pater (2009) writes: “[I will] illustrate and
extend existing arguments for the replacement of OT’s ranked constraints with [HG’s] weighted ones:
that the resulting model of grammar [. . . ] is compatible with well-understood algorithms for learning
and other computations. [. . . ] The strengths of HG in this area are of considerable importance” (p.
1002): “as these algorithms are broadly applied with connectionist and statistical models of cognition,
this forms an important connection between the HG version of Generative Linguistics and other research
in cognitive science” (p. 1021). Let me summarize this position as follows.
Conjecture. HG is computationally superior to OT because it can make use of algorithms from Machine
Learning (i.e. algorithms for linear classiﬁcation), contrary to OT.
This conjecture of a computational superiority of OT has been endorsed by a number of authors in the
recent literature; see Potts et al. (2010), Pater (2009), Hayes & Wilson (2008), Coetzee & Pater (2008),
Boersma & Pater (2007), Jesney & Tessier (2009), among others.
In section 2, I brieﬂy review the two frameworks of OT and HG. And in section 3, I then prove that
this conjecture is false. In fact, I present a simple trick that allows algorithms for HG to be extended
to OT. Thus, HG has no computational advantages over OT and the departure from OT to HG is not
warranted on the basis of computational considerations. Of course, this result does not in any way
provide an argument in favor of OT or against alternative frameworks such as HG. It only shows that the
speciﬁc argument against OT and in favor of HG based on the conjectured computational superiority of
the latter does not go through. Yet, this result on the computational equivalence between OT and HG is
signiﬁcant because it leads to a substantial enrichment of the current toolkit of computational OT with
a whole new set of algorithmic tools, obtained by adapting to OT well known algorithms from Machine
Learning. Section 4 offers a ﬁrst illustration of the fruitfulness of this approach, by obtaining the ﬁrst
convergence proof for a variant of Boersma’s (1998) Gradual Learning Algorithm (GLA) that performs
both constraint demotion and promotion. All proofs are omitted for reasons of space; see Magri (2011a)
for a more extended version of this paper, that contains detailed proofs.
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2. Review of the frameworks of HG and OT
The basic data unit in HG is a data triplet consisting of an underlying form, an intended winner
candidate and an intended loser candidate. Within HG, the crucial information provided by one such data
triplet can be distilled by collecting into a tuple (1) the violation differences for each of the n constraints,
namely the difference between the number of violations assigned by constraint Ck to the mapping of the
underlying form to the intended loser and the number of violations assigned by that same constraint to
the mapping of the underlying form to the winner. One such n-tuple is called an elementary weighting
condition (EWC). I denote EWCs by a and their components by a1 , . . . , an . If we have (ﬁnitely) many
data triplets, we can pair up each of them with the corresponding EWC and we can organize these EWCs
one underneath the other (the order does not matter), into an HG-comparative tableau. I denote by A an
arbitrary HG-comparative tableau.


where ak = Ck (underlying, loser) − Ck (underlying, winner)
(1) a = a1 . . . ak . . . an
An HG grammar is parameterized by a weight vector, namely a tuple θ with n numerical components
θ1 , . . . , θn , one for every constraint; the kth component θk is called the weight corresponding to
constraint Ck . If the weights are allowed to be negative, unwanted typological consequences follow, as
a consequence of the assumption that constraints only assign “violations”, and never “rewards”. Thus,
the deﬁnition of HG weight vectors is usually restricted by requiring the weights to be nonnegative. A
weight vector θ is called HG-compatible with an EWC a provided condition (2a) holds. Condition (2a)
can be unpacked as in (2b), in terms of the underlying/winner/loser form triplet that corresponds to that
EWC. The latter condition says that the loser violates the constraints “more severely” than the winner. In
the sense that the sum of the constraint violations for the loser multiplied by the corresponding weights is
larger than the sum of the constraint violations for the winner multiplied by the corresponding weights.
An HG-comparative tableau is called HG-compatible provided there exists at least a weight vector that
is HG-compatible with it (namely with each of its EWCs).
(2)

a.

n

k=1

θk ak > 0.

b.

n

k=1

θk · Ck (under, loser) >

n


θk · Ck (under, winner)

k=1

The kernel of any computational problem in HG is the Weighting problem (3), that I will thus focus
on. The problem is simple because the underlying forms are provided as well as the losers; because the
data are guaranteed to be HG-compatible; and because the output weight vector is only required to be
HG-compatible with the data, without any further requirement. I will denote by WP(A) the instance of
the Weighting problem (3) corresponding to an HG-comparative tableau A.
(3)

given: an HG-compatible HG-comparative tableau A;
ﬁnd: a weight vector θ that is HG-compatible with the tableau A, according to condition (2).

Let me now turn to OT. Also in the case of OT, data units are triplets of an underlying form together
with an intended winner and an intended loser form. Given one such triplet, the constraints can be sorted
into winner-preferring, loser-preferring or even, depending on whether the corresponding constraint
difference is positive (i.e. the constraint assigns more violations to the loser than to the winner), negative
(i.e. the constraint assigns less violations to the loser than to the winner) or null (i.e. the constraint assigns
the same number of violations to the loser and to the winner). Following Prince (2002), the information
provided by a data triplet that is useful in OT can be distilled into an n-tuple whose kth entry is W, L or
e depending on whether the kth constraint Ck is winner-preferrer or loser-preferrer or even. One such
n-tuple is called an elementary ranking condition (ERC). I denote ERCs by a and their components by
a1 , . . . , an . If we have many data triplets, then we can pair up each of them with the corresponding
ERC and we can organize these ERCs one underneath the other (the order does not matter), into an
OT-comparative tableau. I denote by A an arbitrary OT-comparative tableau.
⎧
⎨ W if Ck is winner-preferrer


L if Ck is loser-preferrer
where ak =
(4) a = a1 . . . ak . . . an
⎩
e if Ck is even
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An OT-grammar is parameterized by a ranking, which is a linear order  over the constraint set. A
ranking is called OT-compatible with an ERC provided condition (5a) holds. Condition (5a) can be
unpacked as in (5b), in terms of the underlying/loser/winner form triplet that corresponds to the ERC.
The latter condition says that the loser violates the constraints “more severely” than the winner. In the
sense that, among those constraints that distinguish between the winner and the loser, the top ranked one
Ctop assigns more violations to the loser than to the winner.
(5)

a. Once the n entries of the ERC are reordered from left to right in decreasing order according
to , then the leftmost non-e entry is a W.
b. Ctop (underlying, loser) > Ctop (underlying, winner)

The kernel of any computational problem in OT is the Ranking problem (6), that I will thus focus on.
This is the equivalent in OT of the Weighting problem (3) in HG. I will denote by RP(A) the instance of
the Ranking problem (6) corresponding to an OT-comparative tableau A.
(6)

an OT-compatible OT-comparative tableau A;
a ranking  that is OT-compatible with the tableau A, according to condition (5).

given:
ﬁnd:

The following claim 1 summarizes what is currently known in the literature concerning the
relationship between the HG Weighting problem (3) and the OT Ranking problem (6); see Prince &
Smolensky (2004). The idea of the proof is that the highest-takes-all behavior of OT-compatibility (5)
can be mimicked by HG-compatibility (2) as long as we use exponentially spaced weights.1
Claim 1 If a ﬁnite set D of underlying/winner/loser form triplets is OT-compatible, then it is also HGcompatible. More precisely, let  be a ranking OT-compatible with D. Without loss of generality,
assume that it is (7a), with Cn ranked at the top, Cn−1 ranked below it and so on, until the bottom
ranked C1 . Then, the weight vector θ = (θ1 , . . . , θn ) in (7b) is HG-compatible with D, where Δ is the
largest constraint difference (ignoring sign) over all constraints and all data triplets in the data set D.
(7)

a.

Cn

b.

|

Cn−1
|

..
.

θn

=

(Δ + 1)n

θn−1

=

(Δ + 1)n−1

=

(Δ + 1)

..
.

|

C1

θ1

To illustrate, consider the two underlying/winner/loser form triplets (/da/, [da], [ta]) and (/rad/, [rat],
[rad]) and the three constraints Fpos = I DENT [ VOICE ]/ ONSET, Fgen = I DENT [ VOICE ], and M =
∗
[+ VOICE , −SONORANT ]. The corresponding HG-comparative tableau of constraints differences is A
in (8a) and the corresponding OT-comparative tableau is A in (8b). Of course, A is OT-compatible with
the ranking Fpos  M  Fgen . Since in this case Δ = 1, the corresponding weights according to (7b)
are θFpos = 8, θFgen = 2 and θM = 4, that are indeed HG-compatible with A.

(8)

a. A =

Fpos

Fgen

M

1
0

0
−1

−1
1


b. A =

Fpos

Fgen

M

W

W
L

L
W

e

The reverse of claim 1 does not hold, namely there exist data sets D that are HG-compatible but not
OT-compatible. Here is a counterexample. Suppose that the HG-comparative tableau of constraint
differences is A in (9a). The corresponding OT-comparative tableau is A in (9b). The former is HGcompatible (say with the weights θ1 = 3 and θ2 = θ3 = 2) but the latter is not OT-compatible.

As discussed in detail in Tesar (2007), claim 1 only holds as long as we consider a ﬁnite set D of data triplets.
Indeed, if the set D is inﬁnite, then there might not exist any bound Δ on the number of constraint violations.
1
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C1

⎡

(9)

1
a. A = ⎣ 1
−1

C2
C3
⎤
−1 0
0 −1 ⎦
1
1

⎡
b. A = ⎣

C1

C2

C3

W
W
L

L

e

e
W

L
W

⎤
⎦

The point of example (9) can be made more explicit as follows. In order for a weight vector θ =
(θ1 , θ2 , θ3 ) to be HG-compatible with the ﬁrst two EWCs in (9a), the weight of constraint C1 has got to
be larger than both the weights of C2 and C3 , as in (10a). Analogously, in order for a ranking  to be
OT-compatible with the ﬁrst two ERCs of (9b), constraint C1 has got to be ranked above both constraints
C2 and C3 , as in (10b). No ranking that satisﬁes the ranking conditions (10b) can ever be OT-compatible
with the third ERC in (9b). A weight vector that satisﬁes the weighting conditions (10a) can instead be
HG-compatible with the third EWC in (9a), provided that the two constraints C2 and C3 , despite their
small weight, are allowed to join forces and gang up against C1 , in the sense that the sum θ2 + θ3 of their
weights is larger than the weight θ1 of constraint C1 . The crucial difference between HG and OT is that
the former allows for these gang-up effects, while the latter doesn’t.
(10)

a. θ1 > θ2
θ 1 > θ3

b. C1  C2
C1  C3

The algorithmic implications of claim 1 can be brought out as follows. Suppose we are given a ﬁnite
set D of data triplets that happen to be not only HG-compatible but also OT-compatible. And that
we are interested in solving the instance WP(A) of the Weighing problem for the corresponding HGcomparative tableau A of constraint differences. Claim 1 says that, instead of solving the Weighting
problem WP(A) directly, we can instead solve it indirectly, through the three steps (11a)-(11c). At
step (11a), we construct the corresponding OT-comparative tableau A out of the tableau of constraint
differences A, as in (4). At step (11b), we solve the corresponding instance RP(A) of the Ranking
problem. Finally at step (11c), we obtain a weight vector that solves the given Weighting problem
WP(A), through (7).
(11)

A

WP

(a)


A

/θ
O

(12)
(c)

RP
(b)

/

A

RP

/
O

(a)


A

(c)
WP
(b)

/θ

In other words, claim 1 says that the Weighting problem reduces to the Ranking problem, in the sense that
we can get a solution to the former by solving the latter instead (provided the data are OT-compatible).
Yet, as recalled in section 1, we already know how to solve the Weighting problem, since we can draw
on the large literature on linear models; see for instance Potts et al. (2010). What we are really looking
for are instead good methods to solve the Ranking problem. The fact that we can reduce the Weighting
problem to the Ranking problem is therefore of no algorithmic interest.

3. HG and OT are computationally equivalent
The question addressed in this section can roughly be stated as follows: given an arbitrary instance
of the Ranking problem (6), is it possible to pair it up with an instance of the Weighting problem (3)
such that I get a solution to the former by solving the latter instead? This question can be stated more
precisely as follows: given an instance RP(A) of the Ranking problem, is it possible to ﬁnd one (or,
even better, all) of its solutions without solving the problem directly but rather indirectly, through the
three steps (12a)-(12c)? At step (12a), we pair up the given OT-comparative tableau A with an HGcomparative tableau A. At step (12b), we ﬁnd a solution θ of the corresponding Weighting problem
WP(A), by using any algorithm for HG/linear classiﬁcation. Finally at step (12c), we pair up that
solution θ with a ranking , as in (12c). We hope that the latter ranking actually solves the instance
RP(A) of the Ranking problem that we started with. The scheme in (12) is the inverse of the scheme
(11), that summarizes claim 1. Thus, the question considered in this section is whether the algorithmic
perspective implicit in claim 1 can be inverted, despite the fact that the inverse of claim 1 does not hold.
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In order to implement the scheme in (12), we need to deﬁne the two steps (12a) and (12c), namely
we need to ﬁnd proper ways to pair up ERCs with EWCs and weight vectors with rankings. Let me
introduce the core, very simple idea with a couple of examples. Consider ﬁrst the case of the ERC a in
(13). Crucially, it contains a unique entry equal to W. Deﬁne the corresponding EWC a as follows: the e
of C1 is replaced with 0; the W of C2 is replaced with 1; and the L of C3 is replaced with −1. A weight
vector θ = (θ1 , θ2 , θ3 ) is HG-compatible with this derived EWC a provided θ2 − θ3 is strictly positive.
Equivalently, provided the weight θ2 corresponding to constraint C2 is strictly larger than the weight θ3
corresponding to constraint C3 . Consider a ranking that “respects” the ordering implicit in the relative
size of these weights. Any such ranking thus ranks C2 above C3 . The latter ranking condition ensures
OT-compatibility with the ERC a we started from.
(13)

a=



C1

C2

C3

e

W

L



/a=



C1

C2

C3

0

1

−1



Consider next the case of the ERC a in (14). Crucially, it contains two entries equal to W. Deﬁne the
corresponding EWC a as follows: the L of C3 is replaced again by −1; but the two W’s of C1 and C2 are
now replaced with 1/2 (rather than with 1), capturing the fact that this ERC has two winner-preferrers.
A weight vector θ = (θ1 , θ2 , θ3 ) is HG-compatible with this derived EWC a iff 21 θ1 + 12 θ2 −θ3 is strictly
positive. Equivalently (by multiplying everything by 2), iff (θ1 − θ3 ) + (θ2 − θ3 ) is strictly positive. This
implies in particular that either (θ1 − θ3 ) is strictly positive or (θ2 − θ3 ) is strictly positive (or both).
Again, consider a ranking that “respects” the ordering implicit in the relative size of these weights. Any
such ranking either ranks constraint C1 above C3 or C2 above C3 (or both). The latter ranking conditions
ensures OT-compatibility with the ERC a we started from.
(14)

a=



C1

C2

C3

W

W

L



/a=



C1
1
2

C2
1
2

C3

−1



The reasoning just illustrated with the two examples (13) and (14) holds in the general case, as
follows. Given an ERC a, consider the EWC a derived from a as in (15): every L corresponds to −1;
every e corresponds to 0; and every W corresponds to w1 , where w is the total number of entries equal
to W. Examples (13) and (14) illustrate this mapping from ERCs into EWCs. Let me say that an HGcomparative tableau is derived from an OT-comparative tableau iff each row of the former is derived
from the corresponding row of the latter according to (15).
⎧
⎪
⎨ −1 if ak = L




.
/ a = a1 , . . . , an such that ak =
0
if ak = e
(15) a = a1 , . . . , an
⎪
⎩ 1
if ak = W
w
Following Boersma (1998, 2009), let me say that a ranking  is derived from a weight vector θ =
(θ1 , . . . , θn ) iff it is compatible with the order implicitly deﬁned by the relative size of the weights, in
the sense that condition (16a) holds for every pair of constraints Ch and Ck .
(16)

a. θh > θk =⇒ Ch  Ck

b.

c.

θ=
θ=




C1

C2

C3

100

10

50

C1

C2

C3

100

50

50




/ C1  C3  C2
0 C1  C3  C2
.
C1  C2  C3

Let me unpack this condition (16a), by considering two cases in turn. If all the components of the weight
vector θ are pairwise distinct, then it admits a unique derived ranking, namely the unique ranking that
ranks a constraint Ck above a constraint Ch iff the weight θk of Ck is larger than the weight θh of Ch .
This case is illustrated in (16b). If instead the components of the weight vector θ are not all pairwise
distinct, then θ admits multiple derived rankings, because a tie between two weights can be broken
differently by different derived rankings. This case is illustrated in (16c).
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The main result of this section is the following claim 2. This claim says that the scheme (12) holds
provided that the mapping (12a) from OT-comparative tableaux to HG-comparative tableaux is deﬁned
as in (15) and the mapping (12c) from weight vectors to rankings is deﬁned as in (16). In other words,
claim 2 says that it is possible to get a solution of a given instance of the Ranking problem (6) without
solving it directly, but rather by solving the corresponding instance of the Weighting problem (3). For a
proof, see the Appendix in Magri (2011a).
Claim 2 Given an OT-comparative tableau A, consider the corresponding HG-comparative tableau A
derived from A as in (15). If A is HG-compatible, then A is OT-compatible. More precisely, if a nonnegative weight vector θ solves the instance WP(A) of the Weighting problem (3), then any ranking
derived from θ according to (16) solves the instance RP(A) of the Ranking problem (6). If the OTcomparative tableau A has a unique L per row,2 then the non-negativity restriction on the weight vector
θ can be dropped.
Claim 2 says that some of the solutions of the Ranking problem RP(A) can be obtained by ﬁnding some
of the solutions of the corresponding Weighting problem WP(A) instead, and then constructing the
corresponding derived rankings through (16a). Is it possible to obtain all of the solutions of the Ranking
problem RP(A) this way? That is indeed the case. In fact, consider a ranking  that solves the Ranking
problem RP(A). Without loss of generality, assume that it is Cn  Cn−1  . . .  C1 (otherwise, just
relabel the constraints). Consider the weight vector θ deﬁned from  as in (7b), where Δ is the largest
entry (ignoring sign) of the derived HG-comparative tableau A. Note that  is derived from θ, namely
satisﬁes condition (16a). Furthermore, claim 1 guarantees that θ solves the Weighting problem WP(A).
Claims 1 and 2 together thus entail claim 3.
Claim 3 Given an OT-comparative tableau A, consider the corresponding HG-comparative tableau A
derived from A as in (15). Then, A is HG-compatible iff A is OT-compatible. Furthermore, a ranking
solves the instance RP(A) of the Ranking problem (6) iff it is derived through (16) from a (non-negative)
weight vector that solves the corresponding instance WP(A) of the Weighting problem (3).
The latter claim says that OT does not raise any new computational challenges beyond HG. Hence, the
conjecture of an alleged computational superiority of HG over OT recalled in section 1 is wrong.

4. An application to the GLA’s convergence problem
Boersma’s (1998) (non-stochastic) Gradual Learning Algorithm (GLA) maintains a current weight
vector, which represents its current hypothesis on the target OT grammar, through condition (16a). And it
keeps updating its current weight vector by looping through three steps. First, the GLA receives an ERC
sampled from a ﬁxed, given OT-compatible comparative tableau A, called the input tableau. Then, the
GLA checks how its current hypothesis fares on the current piece of data, namely whether it is indeed the
case that every ranking derived through (16a) from the current weight vector is OT-compatible with the
current ERC. If that is not the case, the GLA takes action, updating its current weight vector. The current
failure is taken to be evidence that the winner- (loser-) preferrers are currently ranked too low (high), and
the GLA thus demotes (promotes) each current loser-preferring (winner-preferring) constraint by 1.
The GLA is said to converge provided it can only perform a ﬁnite number of updates for any input
OT-compatible tableau. If the algorithm converges, then every reﬁnement of its ﬁnal weight vector solves
the instance RP(A) of the Ranking problem (6) corresponding to the input tableau A. Convergence of
the GLA has remained an outstanding open issue for a few years. Only recently, Pater (2008) has settled
the issue, with a counterexample that shows that the GLA does not convergence; see Magri (2011b) for a
detailed explanation of Pater’s counterexample. One strategy to cope with Pater’s result is to get rid of the
promotion component of the GLA’s update rule, and only demote (undominated) loser-preferrers by 1.
In fact, Boersma (1998:p. 323-327) notes that this variant of the GLA is a slowed-down version of Tesar
& Smolensky’s (1998) provably converging Error-driven Constraint Demotion. Yet, various authors
2
The assumption of a unique L per ERC is not restrictive. In fact, an ERC with multiple L’s can be replaced with
multiple ERCs each of which retains only one of the L’s while the others are replaced by e’s; see Prince (2002).
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in the OT acquisition literature have suggested that constraint promotion is needed from a modeling
perspective; see for instance Gnanadesikan (2004) and Bernhardt & Stemberger (1998). An explicit
computational argument for constraint promotion is provided by Boersma (1997), who argues that it is
needed in order for (a stochastic variant of) the GLA to learn certain cases of language variation. In
Magri (2011b), I provide another computational argument for constraint promotion (in a non-stochastic
setting), namely that it is needed in order to model the acquisition of phonotactics. These considerations
lead to the following question: is it possible to derive a variant of the GLA that performs constraint
promotion and yet provably converges, so as to retain the good modeling ability of the GLA, without
sacriﬁcing computational soundness? This is the question addressed in this section.
For simplicity, suppose that the input tableau has a unique L per row; for the extension to the general
case, see Magri (2011a). Suppose the current ERC has two W’s corresponding to the two constraints Ch
and Ck , as in (17a). This ERC by itself does not say which one of the two winner-preferrers Ch or Ck
should in the end be ranked above the loser-preferrer C . For instance, the input tableau could contain
another ERC like (17b), so that only Ch should be ranked above C , while Ck must be ranked below it.
Based only on the current ERC (17a), there is no way to choose in a principled way which one between
Ch and Ck should be promoted. Nor could we promote both, as shown by Pater’s counterexample. I
suggest that the way out is to split our conﬁdence between Ch and Ck , promoting each one just by 1/2.
(17)

a.



...

Ch

Ck

W

W

C

...

L

...



b.



...

Ch

Ck

e

L

C

...

W

...



In the general case, the total promotion amount of 1 should be split among the many winner-preferrers. I
thus suggest the following revised promotion/demotion update rule: the loser-preferrer is demoted by 1
and each winner-preferrer is promoted by 1/w, where w is the number of winner-preferrers in the current
ERC. Let me call the corresponding algorithm the revised GLA. To illustrate, consider the beginning of
a run of this revised GLA in (18b).

(18)

a.

ERC 1
ERC 2

 C1

C 2 C3

W W

L

e

W

L

⎡θ 1⎤

⎡ θ2 ⎤

⎡ θ3 ⎤

⎡ θ4 ⎤

C1 0 ERC 1/ 1/2 ERC / 2 1/2 ERC 2/
1/2
b. ⎣ ⎦
⎣1/2⎦
⎣−1/2⎦
⎣−3/2⎦
C2 0
C3 0
−1
−1/2
1/2

/ ...

The algorithm starts from the initial null weight vector θ 1 . At time 1, the algorithm is fed an ERC from
the input tableau (18a), say ERC 1. As neither of the two winner-preferrers C1 and C2 of this ERC
are currently ranked above its loser-preferrer C3 according to θ 1 , the algorithm takes action: the loserpreferrer C3 is demoted by 1 and that same amount is split over the two winner-preferrers C1 and C2 ,
that are thus each promoted by 1/2, obtaining θ 2 . At time 2, the algorithm is fed another ERC of the
OT-comparative tableau (18a), say ERC 2. Again, the winner-preferrer C3 of this ERC is not currently
ranked above its loser-preferrer C2 according to θ 2 . The algorithm thus takes action: the loser-preferrer
C2 is demoted by 1 and the winner-preferrer C3 is promoted by 1, obtaining θ 3 . And so on and so forth.
Claim 4 guarantees that the revised GLA cannot run into traps like Pater’s counterexample: it can
only perform a ﬁnite number of updates for any input OT-compatible tableau.
Claim 4 The revised GLA converges for any OT-compatible input tableau.
The proof of the convergence claim 4 rests on OT/HG computational equivalence established in section 3.
If OT-comparative rows are paired up with derived HG-comparative rows as in (15) and weight vectors
with derived rankings as in (16), then convergent HG error-driven algorithms can be translated into
convergent OT error-driven algorithms. In particular, the convergence claim 4 follows as a translation
from HG into OT of the convergence claim for the HG Perceptron algorithm. In the rest of this section,
I sketch this idea; for the details, see Magri (2011a). For a different approach, see Magri (2011b).
The Perceptron algorithm works very similarly to the GLA. It maintains a current weight vector that
it keeps updating by looping through three steps. First, the algorithm receives an EWC sampled from
a ﬁxed, given HG-compatible comparative tableau A, called the input tableau. Then, it checks HGcompatibility between the current EWC and the current weight vector. In case HG-compatibility does not
hold, the algorithm updates its current weight vector. Update is performed by adding the current EWC
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component by component to the current weight vector.3 It is known that the Perceptron converges, in the
sense that it can only perform a ﬁnite number of updates when run on an input HG-comparative tableau
that is HG-compatible; see for instance Rosenblatt (1958) and Cristianini & Shawe-Taylor (2000:Ch. 2).
To see the connection between the Perceptron and the revised GLA, suppose that the current weight
vector in a run of the revised GLA is not OT-compatible with the current ERC, namely it admits derived
rankings that are not OT-compatible with that ERC. Consider the corresponding EWC derived through
(15): the L is replaced by −1 and each W is replaced by 1/w, where w is the total number of W’s. Claim
2 ensures that, if a derived EWC is HG-compatible with some weight vector, then the original ERC is
OT-compatible with each one of its derived rankings. The contrapositive of this claim can thus be stated
as follows.
Fact I. If a weight vector is not OT-compatible with an ERC, then that weight vector is also not
HG-compatible with the corresponding EWC derived through (15).
Suppose that the current ERC triggers an update of the revised GLA. The winner-preferrers are promoted
by 1/w and the loser-preferrer is demoted by 1. Equivalently, the current weight vector is updated
by adding 1/w to the components corresponding to the winner-preferrers and by adding −1 to the
component corresponding to the loser-preferrer. In other words again, the current weight vector is
updated by adding component by component the corresponding EWC derived through (15), as prescribed
by the Perceptron update rule.
Fact II. An update according to the revised GLA triggered by an ERC is equivalent to the update
according to the Perceptron triggered by the EWC derived according to (15) from that ERC.
Consider an arbitrary run of the revised GLA. Consider the corresponding derived run of the Perceptron,
namely the run that starts with the same initial weight vector and where the Perceptron is fed at every
time the EWC derived through (15) from the ERC fed at that time to the revised GLA. The two facts I
and II entail that the sequence of weight vectors in the derived Perceptron run is identical to the sequence
of weight vectors in the run of the revised GLA. In fact, the two runs start from the same initial weight
vector. Furthermore, every time the current weight vector is updated by the revised GLA, it is also
updated by the Perceptron, by Fact I. And they are updated in exactly the same way in the two runs, by
Fact II. If the revised GLA run could go on for ever, the corresponding Perceptron run would go on for
ever too, contradicting the Perceptron convergence claim. In conclusion, the convergence claim 4 for
the revised GLA with the new well calibrated promotion/demotion update rule follows straightforwardly
from the Perceptron convergence claim through the OT/HG computational equivalence.
Now that we have understood why the revised GLA works, it is instructive to go back to Boersma’s
original GLA and understand what goes wrong. Every time an ERC triggers an update according to the
original GLA update rule, winner-preferrers are promoted by 1 and loser-preferrers are demoted by 1.
Equivalently, the current weight vector is updated by adding component by component a corresponding
EWC deﬁned as in (19): each W is mapped to a 1 and each L is mapped to a −1. Thus, Fact II used in
the convergence proof of the revised GLA also holds in the case of the original GLA: also the updates of
the original GLA can be reinterpreted as Perceptron updates, provided that the corresponding EWCs are
properly deﬁned as in (19).
⎧
⎪
⎨ −1 if ak = L




.
/ a = a1 , . . . , an such that ak =
0
if ak = e
(19) a = a1 , . . . , an
⎪
⎩
1
if ak = W
3

A remark on the issue of the non-negatvity of the weights is in order here. As reviewed in section 2, HG weights
are required to be non-negative, in order to prevent implausible typological predictions. This restriction requires
algorithms for HG to enforce the non-negativity of the weights. This is not trivial in the case of the Perceptron,
as nothing in the design of the update rule enforces non-negativity of the weights. The recent HG computational
literature usually tries to get around this problem by starting out with large positive weights; see for instance Jesney
& Tessier (2009). But this trick does not guarantee that the weights will stay non-negative at every iteration until
convergence, as the number of updates depends on the size of the initial weights. Furthermore, cutting off the
weights at zero jeopardizes the Perceptron convergence claim.
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What crucially fails in the case of the original GLA is Fact I used in the convergence proof of the revised
GLA. Namely, it is not true that, whenever a weight vector is not OT-compatible with an ERC, that
weight vector is also not HG-compatible with the EWC derived through (19) from that ERC. Here is a
counterexample: the weight vector (20a) admits derived rankings (such as C3  C1  C2 ) that are
not OT-compatible with ERC (20b) and yet this weight vector is HG-compatible with the EWC (20c)
derived through (19): despite the fact that the weights of C1 and C2 each are smaller than the weight of
C3 , they can gang up to overcome the latter.
(20)

a. θ =



C1

C2

C3

2

2

3



b.



C1

C2

C3

W

W

L



c.



C1

C2

C3

1

1

−1



Suppose the current weight vector is (20a) and the current ERC is (20b). Thus, the original GLA will
perform an update. But this update cannot be mimicked in a corresponding run of the Perceptron: as the
current weight vector (20a) is HG-compatible with the EWC (20c), no update will happen. In general,
the run of the original GLA can contain many more updates than the corresponding run of the Perceptron.
And the Perceptron’s convergence thus does not entail convergence of the original GLA, despite the fact
that updates by the original GLA can be described as Perceptron updates.
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